I

we as people always seem to be searching for meanings. like somwhere is the answer to whatever is happening to us. cryptic puzzles involving a guy and a girl. looking for a soulmate in between all those feelings of butterfly love. is my life so important? does what i or they do really effect anything out there? i press the buttons that make the world go 'round, in reality i feed the rats. discontent breeded from inadequacy. mine and theirs. sugar brings happiness, didn't you know? let the paper move all around us, dazzling green grass--a pasture from which all dream of and dread grazing. interlaced in concrete and circuitboards. immerse in that world--find everything and nothing, lose all you ever wanted and gain the focus of all ambitions.

laying on soft pillows the poet, a moonbaby, thinks lovingly of his sunchild.

the world spins on and on and still the search for a meaning lives on. looking in that circuitry, that stone, that grassy knoll of material ambition. looking within, looking outside...never looking in the right direction. the puzzles are unsolvable, the heart still beats. we cannot run away. we can only change, hope to evolve or regress--anywhere that brings back the starry nights of moon drop pleasure and blue skied days of sun beam smiles. hand in hand, heart blended with heart the lovers' souls entwined beneath a twilight sky.


II

tap, tap...the bumblebee man comes, knocking on windows once open. stewing in opportunities lost, dazzles you with a pocketful of jewels and the promise of a smile or two. what does he really want from you? a nod, the acceptance of a lifetime of servitude. gumdrops and rubys. bumblebee buzzes; bumblebee taps, taps, taps. is it really your choice? life hands you what it wants to, an endless spiral of nothing you ever imagined. longing for magic. daring to dream. 

looking up, endlessly looking up at the glittering of the stars. Because they know.

closed for business. and an end to frozen nightmares. wandering through the pumpkin patch, contemplate the tap, tap, tap and the buzzing, buzzing. find a home in her arms, but long for the answer. look up, look down--somebody knows. but who?


III

a sea of confusion. no rays of understanding. wandering down hallways aimlessly. pay the monkey a quarter and he'll let you pass. i don't remember what i used to, i never knew how to do most of what they ask. the doubts echo in a clouded room within the heart and soul. she looks at me that way. each and every blessed word falls from her lips like morning dewdrops, only slightly tainted. fear makes the children cry. playing ball on a summer's day, skipping through fields of sunflower. 

brushing her cheek, falling madly into his passion, fading into a kiss

staring at the moon can be relaxing. the butterfly, fresh from its cocoon, pauses. nighttime is always the most tranquil, hiding tears and wounds. she rests in the arms of the beloved. none of the thoughts coherent, none of them flowing. the waves hit the boat, a storm brewing on the horizon. it doesn't make any sense, it never did and never will. if you have the time you can hear the grasshopper playing violin, he plays for free.

